
Who is our neighbour? 

The Neighbourhood Watch scheme has this year marked its 40th anniversary as a voluntary 
organisation that cares for the local community. Their vision is a society where neighbours come 
together to create safer, stronger and active communities. This vision applies equally to the 
scheme and to us as individuals and households. We are all Neighbourhood Watch! 

The 21st Century continues to see the world open up to us with information and social media 
supported by rapid advances in technology, however this can lead to the question "who is our 
neighbour"? Is it the person, people or family living next door, in the same road, village, town, 
county, country or indeed world? (I think you get the idea!) Without wishing to stray into politics, 
faith and personal belief we will all have a variety of views on the subject, some in agreement 
and others with a differing opinion. What is important is that we do not allow our differences to 
prevent us helping our neighbours whoever and wherever they may be.  

The cost of living and energy crisis combined with a potential recession will be tough for us all in 
varying degrees, however in addition to any individual response local Councils, businesses and 
organisations are working together to reduce isolation, hunger and cold by providing warm 
spaces for people to gather, talk, drink, eat and keep warm. This is community and can be found 
in our local villages and towns in churches, halls, pubs, clubs and cafe's.  

It is more important than ever to check in with our neighbours young and old alike to ensure that 
they are not slipping under the radar and going unnoticed. Asking for help can be difficult but 
asking if you can help will often encourage conversations and make a difference...we are not 
alone.  Additional support is available from the Government through Kent County and Dover 
District Councils with very local services being available through organisations such as Age 
Concern, The Sandwich Pantry and Deal Area Foodbank. Please use them...they are there for 
you! 

With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year. 

Peter Gill 

KCC Community Warden 

Sandwich, Eastry and Ash 

Peter.Gill@Kent.gov.uk 

07703 454190 
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